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Do we really need an activity tracker? Somebody asked me recently, the answer to this question is no, you don’t need an 
activity tracker any more than you need a car, shoes or headache medication. If you use any of these three, (and I am sure 
you at least wear shoes) you need an activity tracker. So, the questions that should be asked are, what do activity tracker 
do? How do they help us? What are the features that are meaningful to accomplish health goals?  

 
 What do activity trackers do? 

Activity trackers are devices/applications that aid us in monitoring our daily activities. There are a vast 
range of trackers. Some are simple, for example pedometers, some are complex with a variety of features 
such as GPS, Heart Rate Monitoring, Sleep monitoring and more. There is not a best feature, since it all 
depends on what your ultimate goals are.  
 

 How do activity trackers help us? 
The short answer to this question is, activity trackers help us optimize our bodies’ ability to keep a healthy 
lifestyle. The long answer to this question has to do with how they do it, specifically. Think of your body as 
a fine tuned machine. However we have been programmed to run a different race than the one we run in 
these modern times, allow me to explain. It is hypothesized (until our most recent ancestors) humans 
needed a slow, energy storage system. One that allowed us not to eat regularly and store most of what 
we ate, so we could survive for long periods of time without consuming food, our existence and survival 
depended on it. Food was scarce, this life style allowed us not to become increasingly overweight because 
most of the stored energy (in the form of fat) was used between meals. We also needed to exercise in 
order to survive, i.e. hunt, fish, build tools, etc; almost everybody participated in these activities. Many 
things killed us back then, but overweight related problems weren’t most likely one of them. Food now 
has become very accessible (in the western hemisphere, where obesity is a real problem) and the majority 
of us do not need to perform significant physical activity to access it. 
Where do activity trackers come into play? They help us monitor our physical activity and physical 
exertion so we are aware, (very accurately by the way) of where we stand. They give us constant feedback 
on the energy consumption/expenditure cycle, which is crucial to maintain a healthy and fit life style. 
 

 What are the health/fitness meaningful functions these trackers provide? 
There isn’t a consensus on what is more important to track; my answer is coming from a personal 
trainer/nutrition specialist point of view. I will list the tree most important ones (to me). 
In order to lose weight, you need to have a net deficit of calories consumed, 3500 kcals/per week less 
than what your body needs to support life, will make you lose one pound of fat. So, the first function is 
calorie consumption/expenditure. The second is sleep tracking. Studies have shown that many body self-
repairing tasks take place during sleep. Many of these trackers will record the quality of your sleep using a 
variety of metrics. The third, and most important to me is physical activity exertion/effort.  Only one 
activity tracker currently in the market shows this feature. The MIO SLICE uses an algorithm derived from 
the HUNT study. The study was conducted at NTNU and collected data from over 45,000 participants over 
25 years (visit their page for more details below). 
 

 Conclusions 
o Buy an activity tracker that fits your needs and helps you accomplish your health and fitness goals 
o The three most important activity tracker features are CALORIE CONSUMPTION/EXPENDITURE, SLEEP 

TRACKING and PHYSICAL ACTIVITY EXERTION/EFFORT.  
 

 Resources 
o https://www.cdc.gov/genomics/resources/diseases/obesity/ 
o http://www.mioglobal.com/paiscience/ 
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